
Notes for CNAS Budget Committee Meeting held on October 21, 2013. 

 

The $1.6M from the Provost's office has been distributed.  

CNAS' portion is $70k for faculty/staff lines. This must include fringe. Dean Jahnke has some funds which can 

be added to this to make sure it's enough to make one line. 

CNAS has received faculty proposals from GGP, CSC, HRA, and BIO. Dean Jahnke might have expected 

something from CHM as well, but she has not received one. 

 

In deciding which department should get the line- comments were: 

how far back does one look? What is a relevant time frame? Dean Jahnke said that she would prefer to look 

forward as to where the best growth can come. 

 

Also discussions about graduate sch compared to undergraduate sch were made. It was suggested to concentrate 

on undergraduate sch. Also, BIO has 5 lab people and it was sked how many actually count towards teaching 

faculty? At least 1 of these is half-time CNAS outreach. 

 

Corbin Campbell's old position remains unfilled- Currently, that shop is still looking at their needs. Two people 

(Mike and Bill) may be enough, once they stop doing outside of CNAS jobs (mostly athletics who do not have 

electronics people). CNAS' shop will be prioritizing CNAS rather than athletics and see if two people are 

sufficient.  

 

Committee members who also serve on the executive budget committee said that this is the first release from 

the $1.6M made available. More may come later. 

 

Another comment was asked as to what roles would these lines be? Are these targeted hire areas? (GGP and 

BIO seem to have new areas) It was suggested that the proposals should have addressed what areas new faculty 

lines would go to. 

 

It was noted that CSC has instructors who will be leaving because of the cancellation of CSC101 from gen-ed. 

 

It was mentioned that the university budget committee talked about prioritizing undergrad sch, rather than grad. 

So an emphasis should be on undergrad teaching/interactions. 

 

CSC's proposal is offering a mixed position (outreach). Another comment was that two department's proposals 

discussed match. But it turns out this would come from CNAS really (GGP converting per-course to roll into a 

position). 

 

Dean Jahnke is looking for direction from this committee; she'll then go back to heads for updated proposals 

and then will consult with us again. 

 

The time scale for this decision is compressed- Dean Jahnke will likely call us back, not this week, but soon. 

 

Committee members should carefully consider the four proposals in hand and send questions/comments back to 

Dean Jahnke by 5pm Wednesday for her to consider. 

 

It was also mentioned that no new proposals will be allowed at this point, other than perhaps one from 

chemistry. 

 

Lastly, Bin was introduced. 

 

 

 


